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Help your little ones recognize the joy, responsibility, and importance of being baptized. I Want to

Be Baptized from the same author and illustrator who brought you The Holy Ghost Is like a Blanket

depicts what baptism really means for children s lives by comparing it to objects they remember and

relate to. Turn to these heartwarming illustrations and meaningful analogies next time a child asks

you about baptism.
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Great, great resource- every Latter Day Saint family needs this! Although written and printed for the

LDS church, it works fine for our RLDS family. We are going to use each page and the extra

reference materials in the back for a study for homeschool.

Need help explaining baptism to your children? Look no further. This book highlights the importance

of being baptized. It helps the child understand the steps they need to take before, and the steps

they need to take after baptism, to keep the Holy Ghost with them. I honestly wish I had this book a

couple of years ago when my niece asked me to give a talk at her own baptism. Now that I have this

book, it will definitely be available for the rest of my family when the time comes for them to be

baptized. The book is well written and well illustrated. Towards the end of the book they have the

different stepping stones with some additional information such as Scriptures and Hymn numbers.

Check out the other book they have out called "The Holy Ghost is like a Blanket".



What a fantastic book! I wish this book had been around when my children were preparing for

baptism. It starts with a young boy asking his sister, "Why do I need to be baptized?" She gives an

explanation and he summarizes it, then asks, "What else?" They spend the day together, doing

different activities and talking about baptism. I love the concept. At the end, there's a two page

spread where the author emphasizes each of the nine points again with scriptures and hymns or

songs from the Children's Songbook which can easily be turned into Family Home Evening lessons

or daily devotionals.I also love the illustrations! Corey Egbert illustrated another book I recently

reviewed, "Stars, Stocking and Shepherds" by Shersta Chabot, which I also loved and, once again, I

thought he did an incredible job. The pictures are fun and will easily keep a young child entertained

while you read the story to them.I haven't read "The Holy Ghost is Like a Blanket," but I understand

it's similar so would suggest picking it up as well. They are excellent resources for preparing a child

for baptism and will make excellent gifts!I received a copy of this book to review. My opinion is

100% my own.

We love this addition to our home library . Its the kids favorite to pull at story time. Each time the

oldest (4 yrs) says "i want to be baptized" when we get to the last page. Its a great compliment to

the Holy Ghost is a Like a Blanket

Would have been helpful if the description on  included that this book is written from the faith

perspective of Mormonism. In fact the little boy on the cover is holding the "Book of Mormon" not the

bible but you can not clearly tell that from the image posted. It is a terrific book if you are Mormon

not if you are Baptist. The book talks of baptism as a means to salvation and a necessary step in

salvation which is not a a belief held by all denominations within Christianity.

Loved the analogies in the book and I want to get one of these for each of my grandchildren before

they reach age 8! Would definitely buy one of Annalisa's books again!

We bought this before my oldest's baptism and he still reads it, as does my 2nd son and they really

love it. Great book. Great teaching tool.

A great way to teach kids about baptism through memorable metaphors. Highly recommended!
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